The House of Commons
going to be. It has become almost the proof of political
sophistication to sneer at the House, The "talking-shop"
leads many people to sigh, like Carlyle, for Colonel Pride
and his little platoon.
On all this, there are many things to be said: not least
of them that the alternative to the "talking-shop" is the
concentration camp. A society that is able to discuss does
not need to fight; and the greater the capacity to main-:
tain interest in discussion, the less danger there is of an
inability to effect the compromises that maintain social
peace. I do not think there is any reason to assume a
decline in the quality of debate. The habits of the House
have altered as its composition has altered; the composi-
tion of the assembly no longer reflects the upper class and
little else. Members are differently educated; they have
different subject-matter to discuss; and the style of the
debate naturally adapts itself to the new circumstances it
encounters. Anyone who turns over the Hansard of sixty
or seventy years ago will find all save the supreme historic
speeches unreadable; it is only now and again that he can
catch the historic voices coming through, a little faint,
perhaps, with the years. He will find the same repetition,
the same verbosity, the same domination of leaders. The
House empties when Mr. Gladstone has replied just as it
emptied when Mr. Baldwin sat down. Speeches no more
altered opinions- in the House of a generation or two
generations ago than they alter opinions to-day. It is
tempting, even, to argue that not even the critic of
parliamentarism expects that they should. There is no
more reason to suppose that they will than there is to
expect that a multitude of sermons will produce a com-
munity of Christians. The process of debate is not an
effort in sudden conversion; and those who attack the
House because its speeches seem to reach but a little way

